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We begin with a brief description of the role of the Nernst–Ettingshausen effect in the studies of the high-
temperature superconductors and Dirac materials such as graphene. The theoretical analysis of the NE effect is 
involved because the standard Kubo formalism has to be modified by the presence of magnetization currents in 
order to satisfy the third law of thermodynamics. A new generation of the low-buckled Dirac materials is 
expected to have a strong spin Nernst effect that represents the spintronics analog of the NE effect. These Dirac 
materials can be considered as made of two independent electron subsystems of the two-component gapped 
Dirac fermions. For each subsystem the gap breaks a time-reversal symmetry and thus plays a role of an 
effective magnetic field. We explicitly demonstrate how the correct thermoelectric coefficient emerges both by 
the explicit calculation of the magnetization and by a formal cancelation in the modified Kubo formula. We 
conclude by showing that the nontrivial dependences of the spin Nersnt signal on the carrier concentration and 
electric field applied are expected in silicene and other low-buckled Dirac materials. 
PACS: 72.25.Dc Spin polarized transport in semiconductors; 
65.80.Ck Thermal properties of graphene; 
72.80.Vp Electronic transport in graphene; 
81.05.ue Graphene. 
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1. Introduction
This work is devoted to 70th anniversary of our colleague, 
teacher, and a remarkable physicist Vadym Mykhailovych 
Loktev. The field of his scientific interests is extremely 
wide and spreads from molecular and magnetic excitons to 
the mechanisms of high-temperature superconductivity 
(HTSC). Bearing in mind such a reader of our contribution, 
we begin with presenting an overview of the studies of the 
Nernst–Ettingshausen (NE) effect. The main text is based 
on our paper [1]. 
The thermoelectric and thermomagnetic phenomena 
discovered in the nineteen century turned out unexpectedly 
to be in the spotlight at the beginning of the twenty first 
one. First of all, from the practical point of view, control of 
heat fluxes and minimization of the related losses are im-
portant factors in designing of modern elements of 
nanoelecronics. For instance, the experiments [2] indicate 
that thermoelectric effect in graphene accounts for up to 
30% of the contact temperature changes and thus it can 
play significant role in cooling down of nanostructures 
based on such systems. 
During the last decade, the Nernst–Ettingshausen effect 
also attracts an enhanced attention of the superconductive 
research community. First indications of a sizeable NE 
effect in a wide range of temperatures above the critical 
temperature was given by Palstra et al. [3] (see also [4,5]) 
who detected it in the optimally doped YBCO samples 
at temperatures up to 10 K above the phase transition. 
The discovery of a giant NE effect (hundred times larger 
than its value in conventional metals) in the pseudogap state 
of La2–xSrxCuO4 [6] was a next milestone followed by the 
similar finding (with a 103 enhancement in magnitude in the
wide range of temperatures) in the low-temperature super-
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conductor Nb0.15Si00.85 [7]. These observations have been 
especially surprising in view of the previously collected data 
on the magnitude of the Seebeck coefficient f lS  in the 
fluctuative regime of a superconductor, undergoing close to 
cT  a weak singular decrease but remaining of the same or-
der as in the normal phase above cT  [8–10]. 
The theoretical description of fluctuation contributions 
to the thermoelectric coefficients remains complex and 
controversial. In what concerns the fluctuation contribution 
to the NE coefficient ,f lν  it was initially found in the 
framework of the GL approach [11]. In contrast to its value 
in the normal phase, f lν  does not contain the electron-hole 
asymmetry smallness and was found to be much more sin-
gular than c c: /( ).f l f lS T T Tν −  After the experimental 
findings of Ref. 6 the problem was revisited in Ref. 12, 
where the linear response theory result of Ref. 11 was re-
produced and additionally the importance of magnetization 
currents was emphasized. Indeed, half a century ago 
Obraztsov noticed [13] that the Onsager principle applied 
to the thermoelectric tensor in the presence of magnetic 
fields can be satisfied only if accounting for the nonho-
mogeneous magnetization currents affected by the temper-
ature gradient. These currents contribute to the NE coeffi-
cient as well. However, in normal metals their contribution 
appears to be negligible and it does not change the classi-
cal Sondheimer result for the NE coefficient [14], obtained 
using the transport equation approach. Nevertheless, the 
role of magnetization currents becomes crucial in the re-
gime of quantum fluctuations: accounting for only the Ku-
bo-like response contribution to the heat flow [15] results 
in the violation of the third law of thermodynamics and 
only taking the fluctuative Meissner magnetization above 
2 (0)cH  into consideration regularizes the situation [16]. 
Similar contradictions to the thermodynamics laws were 
found also in studies of thermomagnetic effects in other, 
very different from superconductor, systems [1,17] and in 
each case the magnetization currents contribution helped 
resolving the paradoxes. 
This revival of interest to the thermoelectric and ther-
momagnetic effects also in full extend concerns the studies 
of new Dirac type materials. For example, a huge com-
pared to the nonmagnetic metals Seebeck and Nernst effects 
~ 50–100 µV/K at room temperature were observed [18–21] 
in graphene, where the Dirac point can be crossed by tuning 
the position of the chemical potential µ, Moreover, Seebeck 
and NE effects can be further enhanced and controlled by 
opening a gap in the quasiparticle spectrum [22–24]. 
In this context, the synthesis of silicene [25–32], a 
monolayer of silicon atoms forming a two-dimensional 
low-buckled lattice, boosted theoretical studies of a wide 
class of new Dirac materials. The honeycomb lattice of 
silicene can be described as in graphene in terms of two 
triangular sublattices. However, a larger ionic size of sili-
con atoms results in buckling of the 2D lattice. According-
ly, the sites on the two sublattices are vertically separated 
at a distance 2d ≈ 0.46 Å. Consequently, silicene is ex-
pected [33–36] to have a strong intrinsic spin-orbit interac-
tion that results in a sizable spin-orbit gap, ,SO∆  in the 
quasiparticle spectrum opened at the Dirac points. Moreo-
ver, by applying the electric field zE  perpendicular to the 
plane, it is possible to create the on-site potential differ-
ence between the two sublattices opening the additional 
gap, = ,z zE d∆  in the quasiparticle spectrum. 
Similar structure and properties are also expected in 2D 
sheets of Ge, Sn, P and Pb atoms [37,38] (the first three ma-
terials are coined as germanene, stanene and phosphorene). 
Due to nonzero spin-orbit gap SO∆  the quantum spin 
Hall (QSH) effect [39] becomes experimentally accessi-
ble in silicene. The latter is fundamentally related to the 
anomalous Hall effect in ferromagnets [40]. The analogy 
between thermomagnetic phenomena in graphene and 
spintronics of the low-buckled Dirac materials shows that 
the latter should also be very promising for the investiga-
tion of the spin caloritronics phenomena [41]. Among the-
se, there is a particular interest in the off-diagonal spin 
Nernst (SN) effect, an analogue of the NE effect in a nor-
mal conductor subjected to a magnetic field. It is the spin-
orbit gap SO∆  that plays the role of an effective magnetic 
field that generates the SN effect even in the absence of a 
real magnetic field in the new Dirac materials. In this paper, 
we will show that due to the large value of SO∆  ~ 10 meV 
the off-diagonal thermospin coefficient, ,Szxyβ  is indeed 
expected to be huge in these materials while at the same 
time being nontrivially dependent on the chemical poten-
tial µ and electric field .zE  
The paper is organized as follows. We begin by present-
ing in Sec. 2 the model describing silicene and the basic 
model of the gapped two-component Dirac fermions. The 
relationship between thermospin transport coefficients for 
silicene and thermoelectric coefficients for the basic model 
is considered. The qualitative analysis of the thermoelectric 
coefficient xyβ  is given using the Mott relation in Sec. 3. 
The specifics of the off-diagonal thermal transport and the 
necessity to consider magnetization currents are discussed in 
Sec. 4. The magnetization of the gapped Dirac fermions is 
considered in Sec. 5. In particular, in Sec. 5.1 we present an 
explicit expression for magnetization and in Sec. 5.2 show 
its role in the restoration of the third law of thermodynamics. 
The final results for two-component Dirac fermions and 
silicene are presented in Sec. 6. The main results are sum-
marized in Sec. 7, where also the possibility of the experi-
mental observation of the SN in silicene is discussed. The 
full electric current vertex is found in Appendix A. 
2. Models 
2.1. Model of silicene 
The low-energy physics of silicene is described by the 
Hamiltonian density [34–36] 
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 0 1 2 3 0= [ ( ) ]F x y zk kξ σ ⊗ ξ τ + τ + ∆ τ −µτ − v   
 3 3,SO− ξ∆ σ ⊗τ  (1) 
where the Pauli matrices τ  and ,σ  and the unit matrices, 
0τ  and 0σ  act in the sublattice and spin spaces, respec-
tively, and the wavevector k  is measured from the ξK  
points (valleys) with = .ξ ±  Here we neglected the small 
Rashba interaction [42]. The Hamiltonian (1), describes 
four kinds (two identical pairs) of the noninteracting mas-
sive (gapped) Dirac quasiparticles with the masses 
2/ ,Fξσ∆ v  where Fv  is the Fermi velocity, (= )σ ±  is the 
spin, and the valley-dependent gap = .z SOξσ∆ ∆ − ξσ∆  
The QSH effect in silicene occurs due to the presence 
of two subsystems with =σ ±  each exhibiting the quan-
tum Hall effect. The corresponding chiral edge states are 
spin-polarized and form a time-reversed pair to recover the 
overall time-reversal symmetry (the Kane-Mele scenario 
[39]). The spin Hall conductivity can be expressed [43,44] 
in terms of the electric Hall conductivity ( )xyσ ∆  for the 
two-component Dirac fermions with the gap ∆  (see the 
Hamiltonian (3) below) by the relation 
 
, =
= ( ).
2
Szxy xye ξσξ σ ±
σ − ξσσ ∆ → ∆∑  (2) 
The factor /2e−  indicates that in the off-diagonal correla-
tion function of the two electric currents, one electric cur-
rent is replaced by the spin current. 
Being subjected to the temperature gradient ,T∇  the 
spin-polarized chiral edge states loose their time-reversal 
symmetry and the spin current sj  flows. The latter is relat-
ed to T∇  by means of the thermospin tensor, ˆ ,sβ  via [41] 
ˆ= .s s T−βj ∇  Analogously to the spin Hall conductivity, 
the off-diagonal component Szxyβ  can be obtained from (2) 
by the substitution S Sz zxy xyσ →β  and ( ) ( ),xy xyσ ∆ →β ∆  
where ( )xyβ ∆  is the standard thermoelectric coefficient for 
the two-component Dirac fermions. Thus in the absence of 
valley mixing, the study of the spin transport coefficient is 
reduced to an investigation of the electric transport for the 
two-component gapped Dirac fermions. 
2.2. Model of two-component Dirac fermions 
The corresponding Hamiltonian density is  
 1 2 3 0= ( ) .F x yk kτ + τ + ∆τ −µτ v  (3) 
This model with broken time-reversal symmetry pro-
vides a simple realization of the anomalous Hall and ther-
moelectric effects. Its main merit is the possibility of ob-
taining simple approximate analytical expressions in the 
presence of spin-independent random potential with 
Gaussian correlations [40,43,45]. The two-component fer-
mion model (3) is considered in Secs. 3, 4 and 5. 
3. Qualitative analysis 
A qualitative evaluation of the thermoelectric coeffi-
cient ( )xyβ ∆  can be obtained basing on the Mott relation,  
 
2 2 ( , , = 0)
= ,
3
xyB
xy
Tk T
e
∂σ µ ∆π
β −
∂µ
 (4) 
where Bk  is the Boltzmann constant. In the clean limit at 
= 0T  one finds [43,45]  
 
2 1, | | | |,sgn( )=
| | / | |, | |> | |,4xy
e µ ≤ ∆∆
σ −  ∆ µ µ ∆π 
 (5) 
from which we can draw two conclusions: i) For | |> | |,µ ∆  
we obtain that 2 2= ( / )( /12 )( sgn ( )/ ) .xy B Bk e e k Tβ − π ∆ µ µ  
Then the Nernst signal ( ) / ,y y xe T E T≡ − ∇  where yE  is 
the electric field in y-direction, can be estimated as   
 
2
2
sgn ( )
( ) = .
12
xy B B
y
xx xx
k k Tee T
e
β ∆ µπ ≈ − σ σ  µ
 (6) 
Here we assumed that the diagonal conductivity is much 
larger than the Hall conductivity, | | .xx xyσ >> σ  
The main feature of the Dirac materials is that the value 
of the chemical potential µ  can be tuned as close as possi-
ble to the regime with ( ) / 86 V/K.y Be T k e µ   This is 
exactly how one gains from 3 to 4 orders of magnitude in 
the Nernst signal as compared to the normal nonmagnetic 
metals, where ye  is negligibly small (~10 nV/K per Tesla). 
ii) Our simple estimate also shows that Mott’s formula 
fails near | |= | |µ ∆  when the conductivity ( , , = 0)xy Tσ µ ∆  
changes abruptly. Indeed, as discussed recently in [23] (see 
also references therein), when the gap is present in the 
quasiparticle spectrum, one should use the microscopic 
approach. The same is true for the SN effect: as of yet it 
has been studied mostly using a formula analogous to 
Mott’s formula written for the spin conductivity [46–48] 
(see also the numerical study [49] based on the Landauer–
Buttiker formula). 
4. Modified Kubo formula 
The study of the off-diagonal thermal transport in the 
framework of the Kubo formalism is a delicate issue. It 
was firstly understood 50 years ago by Obraztsov [50] that, 
in conjunction with the Kubo-like response on the tem-
perature gradient, magnetization currents must be taken 
into account in order to satisfy the Onsager principle of the 
symmetry of the kinetic coefficients. It is worthwhile to 
mention that this problem has been readdressed in almost 
every decade [51–55] due to its importance for the quan-
tum Hall effect, NE in fluctuating superconductors, etc. In 
the problem under consideration the account for magneti-
zation currents turns out to be crucial not only in order to 
get the correct coefficient in xyβ  for the two-component 
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gapped Dirac fermions, but first and foremost for the valid-
ity of the third law of thermodynamics. 
We will show below, that the mere calculation of 
 
( )
0
( )
= lim
eq R
xy
xy
Q
T ω→
ω
β −
ω

  (7) 
(here ( )eq RxyQ  is the retarded response function of electric 
and heat currents) in the Kubo formalism results in the 
expression that in the low-temperature limit is presented in 
the form of the Laurent series: 1 0 1/ .a T a a T− + + +  At 
the same time, it is clear that at zero temperature the ther-
moelectric tensor must become zero: it describes the 
transport of entropy, which, in accordance with the third 
law of thermodynamics, becomes zero when 0.T →  In the 
presence of an effective magnetic field, the off-diagonal 
thermal transport coefficient xyβ  has to be enriched [50] 
by including the magnetization zM  term, so that  
 = .zxy xy
cM
T
β β +  (8) 
Here c  is the velocity of light. The latter exactly cancels 
out both 1/a T−  and 0a  terms in the complete expression 
for ,xyβ  making it proportional to the absolute temperature 
in the vicinity of = 0T  and reconciling the theory with the 
basic principles of thermodynamics. 
The above-mentioned electric-heat currents linear re-
sponse function in the Matsubara representation can be 
presented as the bubble containing two full Green’s func-
tions (GF), one full and one bare vertices [56] (see Fig. 1)  
 ( ) ( )
2
2= tr ( , )(2 )
eeq
m n m n
n
d kQ ααβ
Ω +Ω ×π
∑∫

    
 ( )( , ) ( , ) ( , ) .qn m n n m nG Gβ
× +Ω +Ω 
k k     (9) 
Here  
 
0
1( , ) =
( )n n n
G
i iτ − −Σ
k
  
 (10) 
is the two-component gapped Dirac fermions’ GF 
with the self-energy 
0 0 1 3( ) = ( ) ( ) ,
R i iΣ − Γ τ − Γ τ  
( ) ( )( , ) = /2q n n m n m Fi ββ +Ω +Ω τ   v  
is the heat current vertex for non-interacting fermions, and 
finally, ( ) ( , )e n k nα +Ω   is the electric current vertex 
renormalized by the impurity scattering. 0 ( )Γ   and 1( )Γ   
are the corresponding scattering rates. These scattering 
rates along with the full electric current vertex are found in 
Appendix A. 
In order to see the role of magnetization it is very in-
structive to start our analysis from the clean limit, 
0 0( ) = ( )
R iΣ − Γ τ   with 0 0( ) = 0Γ ε Γ →  and the bare 
vertex ( ) ( , ) = .e n m n Feα α+Ω − τ  v  In this case one can 
explicitly calculate the Kubo and magnetization parts of 
the off-diagonal thermoelectric coefficient .xyβ  We obtain 
that the Kubo part (7) can be written in the form  
 (1) (2)=αβ αβ αββ β +β    (11) 
with  
2
(1) ( )=
4
Fe fd
T
∞
αβ
−∞
∂ β − × π ∂ ∫



 

v
 
 Tr ( ) ( )R R A R A AG G G G G Gα β α β × τ τ − − τ − τ   (12) 
and 
2
(2) = ( ) Tr
4
R
RFe dGd f G
T d
∞
α βαβ
−∞

β τ τ −
π ε
∫

   
v
 
 ,
R A A
R A AdG dG dGG G G
d d dα β α β α β

−τ τ − τ τ + τ τ 
ε ε ε 
 (13) 
where the retarded (advanced) GF is , ( , ) =R AG k  
= ( 0, )nG i→ ± k   and Tr  denotes the integration over 
k  and, as in (9), the trace over sublattice indices. The Ku-
bo contribution (11) along with the standard term, (1)αββ  con-
taining the derivative of the Fermi distribution, ( )/ ,f∂ ∂   also 
contains the term, (2)αββ , with the integral containing the Fermi 
distribution, ( ) = 1/ [exp( / ) 1]Bf k Tε ε +  itself. It is the latter 
that in the low-temperatures limit 0T →  produces the di-
verging part,  
= [ sgn ( ) (| | | |) sgn ( ) (| | | |)].
4xy
e
T
β − ∆ µ θ µ − ∆ +µ ∆ θ ∆ − µ
π


  (14) 
Thus we see that even in the absence of a real external mag-
netic field B, the calculation of xyβ  in the model (3) using 
the Kubo formula reveals a difficulty very similar to the 
problem solved by Obraztsov [50]. It is the gap ∆  that plays 
the role of the external magnetic field in Eq. (14). Below we 
will explicitly show that accounting for the magnetization 
term /zcM T  removes the divergence in .xyβ  
Fig. 1. (Color online) The thermoelectric tensor in terms of 
Feynman diagram. 
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5. Magnetization as the response on the gap 
and validity of the third law of thermodynamics 
Since the Hamiltonian (3) breaks the time-reversal 
symmetry, the intrinsic magnetization (magnetic moment 
per unit volume) [51–53]  
0 ˆ ˆ= ( )Tr ( )( )2
F
z
eM d f r r
c
∞
β α α β
−∞
 δ τ − τ − τ ∫    
v
 (15) 
is indeed expected to be nonzero. However, an attempt to 
calculate zM  from the definition (15) fails due to the diffi-
culties that were resolved only recently (see Ref. 59 and 
references therein). It is the unboundedness of the coordi-
nate operator rˆα  with = ,x yα  that does not allow one to 
derive zM  directly. 
5.1. Explicit expression for magnetization and its relation 
to the Berry phase 
To overcome this problem, we start from the GF of the 
charge carriers in the magnetic field written in the coordi-
nate representation. Having the GF, it is already straight-
forward to calculate the carrier density ( , , ).T Bρ µ  The 
thermodynamic potential ( , , )T BΩ µ  can be obtained by 
integrating the relationship = /ρ −∂Ω ∂µ  over .µ  
Finally, the magnetization is derived as = /zM B−∂Ω ∂  
(all the details are provided in Appendix of Ref. 1) and 
we obtain 
0 ( | |)sgn( ) 1= Re ln
2 2 2z
ieTM
c T
 Γ − µ− ∆∆  Γ + −  π π 
 
0 0( | |) | |1 1ln ln
2 2 2 2
i i
T T
Γ − µ+ ∆ Γ + ∆   − Γ + − Γ + +   π π   
 
 0
| |1ln ,
2 2
i
T
Γ − ∆  + Γ +  π 
 (16) 
where ( )zΓ  is the gamma function. Let us stress that since 
the time-reversal symmetry is broken, a finite field-
independent contribution to zM  appears. 
It follows from Eq. (16) that for 0 ,T >> Γ  the magneti-
zation takes the especially simple form  
sgn( ) | | | |= ln cosh ln cosh .
4 2 2
z
B B
M e
T c k T k T
 ∆ µ+ ∆ µ− ∆
− π  
 (17) 
Remarkably, in the limit 0T →  the asymptotic expression 
of Eq. (17) reduces to Eq. (14) but with the opposite sign. 
This restores the validity of the third law of thermodynam-
ics. Since xyβ  describes the transversal entropy transport it 
must identically become zero at = 0.T  Equation (17) il-
lustrates in a spectacular way how the gap ∆  induces the 
anomalous magnetic moment. 
Note also that Eq. (17) for the orbital magnetization can 
be rewritten in the form of the general expression for the 
magnetization that was suggested in the studies of the role 
of the Berry phase in the anomalous thermoelectric 
transport (see, for example, Eqs. (6) and (14) in [55,60], 
respectively, and Refs. 61, 62)  
2= [ ( ) ( ( ) )(2 )
n n
n
d f −µ +
π
∑∫
kM m k k  
 ( )( ( ) )1( ) ln 1 e .nne −β −µ + + β 
kΩ k

  (18) 
Here  
 ( ) = [ ( ) ( )]
2n k nk n k nk
ie u u
c
− × −m k k k

 ∇ ∇  (19) 
is the orbital magnetic moment of the state ( , )n k , 
( ) =n k nk k nki u u×Ω k ∇ ∇  is the Berry curvature, n  is 
the band index, | nku 〉  is the band wave function, and 
= 1/( ).Bk Tβ  
In the considered case we have two bands (valence and 
conductivity) with = ,n ±  ( ) = ,a± ±k  
2 2 2 2= Fa + ∆k v  
and the wave function is  
 
( )1| = .
2 ( )
F x y
k
k ik
u
aa a±
− 
〉   ± − ∆∆  


v
 (20) 
5.2. Formal proof of the restoration of the third law of 
thermodynamics 
Employing the approach of Smrčka and Středa [51] de-
veloped for nonrelativistic fermions in a magnetic field, 
one can show that in general a part of the second term of 
Eq. (11) with ( )f   is cancelled by the magnetization (15). 
The term (2)αββ  can be simplified using the relation  
 11 1= [ , ] = [ , ]
F F
r r G
i i
−
α α ατ −
 

v v
 (21) 
to the following form  
(2) = ( )
4
Fe d f
iT
∞
αβ
−∞
β − ×
π ∫
   
v
 
 ( ) ˆ ˆTr ( ) .
R Ad G G r r
d β α α β
 −
× τ − τ 
  
 (22) 
Integrating the last expression by parts we obtain  
(2) ( )=
4
Fe fd
iT
∞
αβ
−∞
∂ β − − × π ∂ ∫


 

v
 
ˆ ˆTr ( )( )R AG G r rβ α α β × − τ − τ +   
 ˆ ˆ( )Tr ( )( ) .
4
R AFe d f G G r r
iT
∞
β α α β
−∞
 + − τ − τ π ∫  
v
 (23) 
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Taking into account that ( ) = ( )/2R AH G G iδ − − − π  one 
can see that the last term of Eq. (23) is equal to / .zcM T−  
Accordingly, it cancels out from the thermoelectric coef-
ficient xyβ  defined by Eq. (8) and we arrive at the final 
expression 
2 ( )=
4
Fe fd
T
∞
αβ
−∞
∂ β − × π ∂ ∫
 
 

v
 
T ( ) ( )R R A R A A cr G G G G G Gα β α β× 〈τ τ − − τ − τ 〉 −  
( ) Tr ( )( ) .
4
R AF
c
e fd G G r r
iT
∞
β α α β
−∞
∂ − − 〈 − τ − τ 〉 π ∂ ∫

 

v
 
  (24) 
Since Eq. (24) contains the derivative, ( )/ ,f∂ ∂   the ther-
moelectric coefficient vanishes in the limit 0T →  as was 
already illustrated above. Writing down Eq. (24) we in-
cluded the configurational averaging denoted as .c〈 〉  
This takes care of the fact that the presented above proof is 
valid not only in the clean case, but for independent elec-
trons in the presence of disorder. In a similar fashion one 
can show that the Hall conductivity is given by a similar 
expression without   factor [57] (see also Ref. 58)  
2 2 ( )=
4
Fe fd
∞
αβ
−∞
∂ σ − × π ∂ ∫
 


v
 
( ) ( )Tr R A A R R A cG G G G G Gα β α β× 〈τ − τ − τ τ − 〉 +  
( )( )
2 ( ) Tr .
4
R AF
c
e fd G G r r
i
∞
α β β α
−∞
∂ + − 〈 − τ − τ 〉 π ∂ ∫



v
 
  (25) 
This shows that the transport coefficients (including also 
the thermal conductivity) can be expressed via the electri-
cal conductivity at = 0T  [51]. This relationship between 
conductivity and other transport coefficients is valid under 
rather general assumptions, in particular, when the scatter-
ing of electrons is elastic. 
Finally, after disorder averaging, the off-diagonal 
transport coefficients ( )xyσ ∆  and ( )xyβ ∆  can be present-
ed in the standard form  
 
2 1( )= ( , ),
xy
H
xy
e fd
eT
∞
−∞
− σ  ∂    − µ + ∆    β ∂       
∫


  

 (26) 
where all specific information about the model and the 
characteristics of elastic scattering is contained in the zero 
temperature Hall conductivity ( , , = 0) =xy Tσ µ ∆  
2= ( / ) ( , )He− µ ∆   with the Hall kernel 
 ( , ) =H µ + ∆    
 
2 2 2
1 22 tr ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ,2 (2 )
R RA AF d k G G = − τ π π∫
k k    v  (27) 
where the full vertex α  is for the particle current is de-
fined as ( ) = .e Feα α− v   
6. Results 
6.1. Two-component Dirac fermions 
In the clean case, in the bubble approximation we take 
the bare vertex, 2 2( , ) = .τ   Accordingly, the function 
H  with the level broadening acquires the form  
( )
2
0 0
1 | | | |( , ) = arctan arctan
4
cl
H
  ∆ ∆ + ∆ −
∆ − +  
Γ Γπ   
 
 

 
 
0 0
1 | | | |arctan arctan .
| |
 + ∆ − ∆
+ −  
∆ Γ Γ  
   (28) 
Accordingly, for 0T →  0(but )T >> Γ  we obtain 
 ( ) 2 20 2
sgn ( )= ( ),
12
cl B
xy
k Tπ ∆ µ
β −β θ µ − ∆
µ
 (29) 
where 0 = / .Bk eβ   It is easy to see that Eq. (29) also di-
rectly follows from the Mott relation (4) and the conductiv-
ity (5). However, the general expression (26) allows us to 
investigate the vicinity of the point | | = | |,µ ∆  where the 
Mott result (29) fails. 
The influence of disorder on the Hall conductivity of 
the gapped Dirac fermions was studied in [43,45]. We 
rederive in Appendix A this result by solving the equation 
for the dressed vertex ( )eα  in the ladder approximation. 
Substituting the vertex (A.17) in the Hall kernel H  given 
by Eq. (28) we obtain  
( ) 2 2sgn (Δ)( , ) = ( )
4 4 | |
d
H
∆
∆ θ ∆ − + ×
π π
  

 
 
2 2 2 2 2
2 2
2 2 2 2 2
4( ) 3( )1 ( ).
3 ( 3 )
 − ∆ − ∆
× + + θ − ∆ 
+ ∆ + ∆  
 

 
 (30) 
The important feature of ( )dH  is that, in contrast to 
( ) ,clH  
it is independent of the disorder potential strength and of 
the impurity concentration encoded in the scattering rates 
0 ( )Γ ε  and 1( ).Γ ε  Comparing the kernels 
( )d
H  and 
( ) ,clH  
one can see that the approximation of the disorder effects by 
the level broadening is insufficient even in the weak disor-
der limit [43,45], and it leads to drastic changes in the be-
havior of xyσ  and .xyβ  
The dependences ( )xyσ µ  and ( )xyβ µ  are plotted in the 
Fig. 2(a) and of Fig. 2(b), respectively. The dashed (red) 
and the solid (blue) curves correspond to the calculations 
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done using the kernels ( )dH  and 
( ) ,clH  respectively. We 
took = 0.1T ∆  and 0 = 0.05 .Γ ∆  One can see that xyσ  and 
xyβ  are even and odd functions of ,µ  respectively. On the 
contrary, in the case of a real magnetic field, xyσ  and xyβ  
are odd and even functions of ,µ  respectively. In this re-
spect, a positive sign of the Nernst signal near = 0µ  is 
regarded as one of the fingerprints of the Dirac 
quasiparticles [20,22]. In the case of the anomalous Hall 
and Nernst effects, the sign of xyβ  also remains very in-
formative. One can see that the presence of the disorder 
vertex drastically changes the pattern of the sign changes 
in ( ).xyβ µ  The nonmonotonic dependence of ( )xyσ µ  on 
the electron ( > 0)µ  or hole ( < 0)µ  parts of the carriers 
results in new nontrivial zeros of ( ).xyβ µ  Using the Mott 
relation, one finds that these zeros are at 
= 3 2 3 | | 2.5 | | .µ ± + ∆ ≈ ± ∆  
6.2. The results for silicene 
We return now to the discussion of the silicene model (1). 
We calculate the spin Hall conductivity Szxyσ  from Eq. (2) and 
the thermospin coefficient Szxyβ  from its analog using Eq. (26) 
for the two-component Dirac fermions. 
For reference, we begin with the kernel ( ) .clH  The spin 
Hall conductivity at = 0T  and the zero sublattice asymmetry 
gap = 0z∆  directly follows from Eq. (5) and reads [39,43]  
= sgn ( )
2
Szxy SO
e
σ − ∆ ×
π
 
 
| |
(| | | |) (| | | |) .
| |
SO
SO SO
∆ 
× θ ∆ − µ + θ µ − ∆ µ 
 (31) 
Let us note that although the spin-orbit gap SO∆  does not 
break the time-reversal symmetry, one can check that the 
Kubo contribution for = 0z∆  and 0T →  is  
 = sgn ( ), | |> | | .Szxy SO SO
e
T
β ∆ µ µ ∆
π


 (32) 
This divergence, as above, is compensated by the “spin 
magnetization” 
 
, =
= ( ),
2
Szz zM Me ξσξ σ ±
− ξσ ∆ → ∆∑  (33) 
which is nonzero even when the time-reversal symmetry is 
unbroken. Note that both the orbital magnetization  
 
, =
= ( )z zM M ξσ
ξ σ ±
ξ ∆ → ∆∑  (34) 
and the electrical Hall conductivity  
 
, =
= ( )xy xy ξσ
ξ σ ±
σ ξσ ∆ → ∆∑  (35) 
in silicene in the absence of a magnetic field are equal to zero. 
The final thermospin coefficient Szxyβ  is given by Eq. 
(29) with ∆  replaced by SO∆  and 0β  by 0 = /2.
s
Bkβ  Ob-
viously, everything stated above concerning a large Nernst 
signal for the model (3) turns out to be applicable for the 
SN effect in silicene. 
We present the dependences ( )Szxyσ µ  and ( )
Szxyβ µ  com-
puted using the kernel (30) for a general case 0z∆ ≠  in 
the Fig. 3(a),(b).  
The case with the sublattice asymmetry gap 
= 0.8z SO∆ ∆  is shown by the solid (blue) curves and the 
case = 1.4z SO∆ ∆  is shown by the dashed (red) curves. 
We took the temperature = 0.1 SOT ∆  that corresponds to 
10T K≈  for silicene. We find that the presence of the 
disorder vertex resulted in a rather specific and rich pattern 
seen in the Szxyβ  dependence, especially when the value of 
gap z∆  is closer to SO∆ . 
Fig. 2. (Color online) Electrical Hall conductivity ( )xyσ µ  in 
units of 20 = /(4 )eσ π  (a); thermoelectric coefficient ( )xyβ µ  in 
units of 0 = /Bk eβ   as functions of the chemical potential µ  in 
the units of > 0∆  (b). 
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It is instructive to represent the dependences of Szxyσ  
and Szxyβ  as the function of both of their variables µ  and 
z∆  employing the density plot. Figures 4 and 5 are com-
puted, respectively, using the kernel ( )clH  for the clean 
case and the kernel (d)H  for the case with disorder. One 
can see that in agreement with the analytical expressions 
for these kernels, the spin Hall conductivity ( , )Szxy zσ µ ∆  is 
even with respect to the variables µ  and z∆  both for the 
clean and disordered cases. On the other hand, the 
thermospin coefficient ( , )Szxy zβ µ ∆  is odd with respect to µ  
and even with respect to z∆  in both cases. Note that the spin 
Hall conductivity computed in the clean limit [Fig. 4(a)] is 
very similar to that found in Ref. 44 (Fig. 2).  
It is worthwhile to stress the crucial role of disorder that 
dramatically changes the character of the dependences 
( , )Szxy zβ µ ∆  and ( , )
Szxy zσ µ ∆  shown in Fig. 5. One can see 
that the number of the extrema near the points 
( = 0, = )z SOµ ∆ ±∆  is duplicated with respect to the clean 
case. The same happens with the thermospin coefficient. 
Similarly to the case of bilayer graphene, it should be 
possible in the experiments on silicene also to vary both µ  
and z∆  independently and observe the predicted structures. 
7. Conclusions 
In the present work we studied the thermospin effect in 
silicene which is the base for other low-buckled Dirac ma-
terials such as germanene, stanene, and phosphorene. Ne-
glecting the Rashba term in the Hamiltonian (1), we ar-
rived at the simple but still nontrivial model of the two-
component massive Dirac fermions. So far such an approach 
has allowed one to make a lot of progress in the analytical 
studies of the anomalous Hall effect [40]. Our study showed 
that anomalous thermoelectric transport can also be success-
fully investigated in this framework. We explicitly demon-
strated how the standard Kubo formula has to be altered by 
including the effective magnetization leading to the correct 
off-diagonal thermoelectric coefficient. We also predicted a 
strong spin Nernst effect with nontrivial dependences on the 
carrier concentration and electric field applied in silicene 
and other low-buckled Dirac materials. 
In conclusion, let us discuss the role of spin-noncon-
serving terms omitted in the model Hamiltonian (1). Actu-
ally, there are two different terms [42]. The first of the 
Rashba coupling contributions is associated with the near-
est-neighbor hopping term and is induced by the external 
electric field zE . The second term is associated with the 
next-nearest-neighbor hopping of electrons. 
The first term in the continuum limit coincides with the 
Kane–Mele [39] Rashba term. In the clean limit, its impact 
on the SN effect is analyzed in detail in Ref. 46 using the 
Mott formula. In the existing literature on silicene, this 
term is neglected [42] because the corresponding coupling 
constant is two or three orders of magnitude less than the 
value of the second Rashba term. 
With regard to the second Rashba coupling contribution, 
its effect is suppressed by the fact that it enters the disper-
sion law as the product of the coupling constant and momen-
tum [42]. The impact of this Rashba term on the spin Hall 
conductivity was considered in Ref. 44. It is shown that in 
the reference case described by Eq. (31), the spin Hall con-
ductivity is modified by the factor 2 2 2 2 22/( / ),F F Ra+ λ v v  
where 2Rλ  is the coupling constant and a  is the lattice con-
stant. Using that = 3/(2 )F tav  with t ~ 1.6 eV being the 
nearest neighbor hopping parameter, one can estimate that for 
the realistic values of 2Rλ ~ 1 meV the impact of the Rashba 
term on the spin Hall conductivity is indeed small, ~ 10–6. 
Moreover, since this term does not affect the dependence of 
the spin Hall conductivity on ,µ  the Mott formula would give 
the same result for the SN effect. Nevertheless, the role of the 
Rashba interactions, especially in the presence of the dressed 
by disorder vertex, should be thoroughly studied. 
Fig. 3. (Color online) Spin Hall conductivity ( )Szxyσ µ  in units 
of 0 = /(2 )
s eσ π  (a); thermospin coefficient ( )Szxyβ µ  in units of 
0 = /2
s
Bkβ  as functions of the chemical potential µ  in the 
units of > 0SO∆  (b). 
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The progress achieved in measuring spin currents 
(see e.g. Ref. 63 for a review) allows us to hope that the 
predicted very specific and strong SN effect in silicene 
can also be observed. At present theoretical studies of 
silicene and other related Dirac materials are ahead of 
the experimental ones. Silicene is only available on Ag 
and ZrB2 [30] substrate which are both conductive, 
there are no yet transport and optical measurements. 
Certainly the spintronics on silicene will only be possi-
ble when a more conventional transport experiment is 
performed. 
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Appendix A: Electric current vertex for 
two-component Dirac fermions 
The dressed vertex ( ) ( , ; , )e n k nα +Ω k k   with zero 
external momentum = 0q  in the ladder approximation 
satisfies the equation 
_____________________________________________________ 
 
2
( ) ( ) 2 ( )
imp 2( , ; , ) = | ( ) | ( , ) ( , ; , ) ( , ),(2 )
e e e
n m n n m n m n n
d kn V G Gα α α
′
′ ′ ′ ′ ′+ Ω + − +Ω +Ω
π∫
k k k k k k k k        (A.1) 
________________________________________________ 
where ( )V q  is the disorder potential, impn  is the concentra-
tion of impurities, and ( ) =e Feα α− τ v  is the bare vertex. The 
full GF (10) includes the self-energy ( , )nΣ p  which is de-
termined by the following self-consistent equation 
Fig. 5. (Color online) Spin Hall conductivity Szxyσ  in units of the 
value 0
sσ  (a); thermospin coefficient Szxyβ  in units of the value 
0
sβ  as functions of the chemical potential µ  and the sublattice 
asymmetry gap z∆  in the units of > 0SO∆  for the case with 
disorder (b). 
Fig. 4. (Color online) Spin Hall conductivity Szxyσ  in units of 0
sσ  
(a); thermospin coefficient Szxyβ  in units of 0
sβ  as functions of 
the chemical potential µ  and the sublattice asymmetry gap z∆  
in the units of > 0SO∆  for the clean case (b).  
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2
2
imp 2( , ) = ( ) ( , ).(2 )
n n
d qn V GΣ −
π∫
k q k q   (A.2) 
We assume in what follows that the random disorder 
potential ( )V r  is δ-correlated (also spin-independent in the 
case of silicene) with Gaussian correlations 
2
1 2 imp 1 2( ) ( ) = ( = ) ( ),V V n V〈 〉 δ −r r q 0 r r  
so that the self-energy and the vertex ( )eα  are independ-
ent of .k  
To calculate the transport coefficients we need the ver-
tices ( )e RAα  and 
( )e RR
α  obtained by analytical continua-
tion: 0ni iε → +  and 0.mi iΩ →Ω±  Defining for con-
venience the vertex α  such that ( ) = ,e Feα α− v  we 
obtain from Eq. (A.1) that the analytically continued vertex 
RX
α  with = ,X R A  satisfies the equation  
2
imp( , ) = ( )
RX n Vα α+Ω τ + ×0   
 
2
2 ( , ) ( , ) ( , ).(2 )
R RX Xd k G Gα
′
′ ′× ε +Ω +Ω
π∫
k k    (A.3) 
We seek for a solution of Eq. (A.3) in the following form  
 
3
=0
( , ) = ,RX RXYα αβ β
β
+Ω τ∑   (A.4) 
where we omitted for brevity the arguments of the function 
.RXYαβ  Substituting the expansion (A.4) in Eq. (A.3), multi-
plying it by γτ  and taking the tr  we obtain the system of 
equations for the functions .RXYαγ  The combinations 
3
=0 ( , )tr [ ( , ) ( , )]
RX R XY G Gαβ γ ββ ′ ′+Ω τ +Ω τ∑ k k     
that enter the RHS of the equations can be simplified by 
expanding the GF over τ-matrices:  
0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3
0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3
( , ) = ,
( , ) = .
R R R R R
x y
X X X X X
x y
G g g k g k g
G g g k g k g
ε +Ω τ + τ + τ + τ
ε τ + τ + τ + τ
k
k
 (A.5) 
Below we restrict ourselves by considering the 2
RX  
component necessary for the calculation of the Hall coeffi-
cients. Noticing that the terms ,x yk  anyway become zero 
after the momentum integration, one can safely omit them 
and obtain the traces  
_____________________________________________________ 
 2 20 2 0 0 3 3 1 1 2 2 20 3 0 0 3 23
1 tr[ ] = ( ) ( ) ,
2
R RX X R X R X R X R X RX R X R X RX
x yG G g g g g g g k g g k Y g g g g Yτ + + + + +  (A.6a) 
 2 21 2 0 0 3 3 1 1 2 2 21 0 3 3 0 22
1 tr[ ] = ( ) ( ) ,
2
R RX X R X R X R X R X R X R X RX
x yG G g g g g g g k g g k Y RX i g g g g Yτ − + − + −  (A.6b) 
 2 22 2 0 3 3 0 21 0 0 3 3 1 1 2 2 22
1 tr[ ] = ( ) ( ) ;
2
R RX X R X R X R X R X R X R X
x yG G i g g g g Y g g g g g g k g g k Yτ − − + − − +  (A.6d) 
 2 23 2 3 0 0 3 20 0 0 3 3 1 1 2 2 23
1 tr[ ] = ( ) ( ) .
2
R RX X R X R X R X R X R X R X
x yG G g g g g Y g g g g g g k g g k Yτ + + + − −  (A.6c) 
________________________________________________ 
One can notice that the components 20Y  and 23Y  enter 
only Eqs. (A.6a) and (A.6d), so that the equation for vertex 
(A.3) has a solution with 20 23= = 0.Y Y  Then we obtain 
from Eq. (A.3) the following system of algebraic equations 
for the remaining components 21 22,Y Y  of the vertex  
21 22[ ( , ) 1] ( , ) = 0,
RX RX RX RXA Y C Y+Ω ε − + +Ω    
21 22( , ) [1 ( , )] = 1,
RX RX RX RXC Y A Y+Ω + − +Ω     (A.7) 
where the functions RXA  and RXC  are  
2
2
imp 0 0 3 32( , ) = ( ) [ ],(2 )
RX R X R Xd kA n V g g g g+Ω −
π∫
0   
2
2
imp 0 3 3 02( , ) = ( ) [ ].(2 )
RX R X R Xd kC n V i g g g g+Ω −
π∫
0    
  (A.8) 
In obtaining the system (A.7) we used that  
 
2
1 1 2 2 2 2
2 [ ] = 0,(2 )
R X R X
x y
d k g g k g g k−
π∫
 (A.9) 
because 1 1 2 2=R X R Xg g g g  and depends on 2k  only. The 
formal solution of the system (A.7) reads  
 21 2 2
( , )( , ) = ,
(1 ( , )) ( ( , ))
RX
RX
RX RX
CY
A C
+Ω
+Ω
− +Ω + +Ω
 
 
   
  
 22 2 2
1 ( , )( , ) = .
(1 ( , )) ( ( , ))
RX
RX
RX RX
AY
A C
− +Ω
+Ω
− +Ω + +Ω
 
 
   
  
  (A.10) 
One can easily see that in the clean limit 2imp ( ) 0n V →0  
the functions = = 0RX RXA C  and the bare vertex with 
22 = 1
RXY  is recovered. To obtain the vertex function in the 
generic case one should obtain the explicit expressions for 
the functions defined by Eq. (A.8). 
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Calculation of the functions RXA  and RXC  and the final 
expression for the vertex function 
To calculate the functions RXA  and RXC  we need the 
explicit expressions for the 0,3( , )
Xg k  components of the 
GF that enter the expansion (A.5). In its turn the full GF 
( , )XG k  depends on the self-energy ( )XΣ   determined 
by the self-consistent equation (A.2) that can be be solved 
by iterations [23]. One can show that the terms 1,2τ  ap-
pear in the order 2impn  only, so that in the impn  order 
0 0 3 3( ) = ( ) ( ).
R R RΣ τ σ + τ σ    
The real parts 0Re
Rσ  and 3Re ,
Rσ  which are logarith-
mically dependent on the high energy cutoff ,W  can be 
included in the renormalized µ  and ,∆  respectively. We 
found that imaginary parts of the self-energy determining 
the quasiparticle relaxation rates 0 0= Im ( )
RΓ − σ   and 
1 3= Im ( ),
RΓ − σ   are  
 
2 2
0
03
( ) sgn ( )Im ( )
= .
( / ) | |Im ( )
R
R
 θ +µ − ∆ +µ σ +µ    −   ∆τ µ  σ   
  

  
  (A.11) 
Here we introduced the relaxation time scale  
 
2
imp
3 2
0
( ) | |1 = .
4 F
n V µ
τ
0
 v
 (A.12) 
Accordingly, the components of the GF entering the inte-
grals (A.8) can be written in the form  
 
0
0 2 2 2
0 1
0
0 2 2 2
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+ Γ
ξ
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∆ + Γ
ξ
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
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
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
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
 (A.13) 
where we denoted = | |vξ k  and = .+µ   Since we are 
interested in the dc transport, in what follows we restrict our-
selves by the = 0Ω  case only. Both functions in (A.8) for the 
“RA” terms are expressed in terms of the same integral  
2
2 2
0
1 ( ) =
2 ( )( )
dI
a a
∞
∗
ξ
≡
− ξ − ξ∫
 
2 2 2 2
1 0
0 1 0 1
)1 arctan
4 | | 2 2 | |
 − ∆ + Γ −Γπ
= + ≈ 
 Γ + ∆Γ Γ + ∆Γ 

 

 
 
 
2
0,1
2
0 1
,
4 | |
O
 Γπ  ≈ +
 Γ + ∆Γ  


 
 (A.14) 
where 2 20 1= ( ) ( ) .a i i+ Γ − ∆ − Γ  Accordingly, the corre-
sponding “RA” terms are 
( )
2
imp 2 2 2 2
0 12 2
( )
( , ) = ,
2
RA n VA I+ Γ −∆ −Γ
π
0


  
v
 (A.15a) 
2
imp
1 02 2
( )
( , ) = ( ) .RA
n V
C I− Γ + ∆Γ
π
0


  
v
 (A.15b) 
Following [45] it is convenient to introduce cos = /θ ∆   
that allows to relate 1( )Γ   and 0 ( )Γ   via 1 0= cos .Γ Γ θ  
Then using Eqs. (A.11) and (A.12) we obtain  
2 2 2imp
2 2 2
0
( ) | | sin sin( , ) = = ,
1 2(1 )8( ) cos cos
RA
F
n V
A θ θ
+ θ + θΓ
0 


 
v
 
 
2
imp 1 0 0
2 2 2
0 1
( ) 2cos( , ) = = .
| | 14( ) cos
RA
F
n V
C
Γ + ∆Γ Γ θ
− −
Γ + ∆Γ + θ
0

 


 
 v
  
  (A.16) 
Here for brevity we omitted all θ-functions that switch off 
0,1Γ  when the energy | | < | | .∆  We note that since the 
integral (A.14) is proportional to 2imp1/ ( ) ,n V 0  the small 
factor 2imp ( )n V 0  in (A.3) is cancelled out and the coeffi-
cient RAA  turns out to be independent of the impurity 
strength and concentration. Then substituting the explicit 
expressions for RAA  and RAC  in the solution (A.10) and 
again expanding the result up to the same order 0,1/Γ    
we arrive at the final expression for the vertex  
2 2 2 2
0
2 2 2 2 2 2
8 [( ) ] 2[( ) ]( , ) = .
[( ) 3 ] ( ) 3
RA
x y
Γ ∆ +µ + ∆ +µ + ∆
−τ + τ
+µ + ∆ +µ + ∆
 
 
 
  
  (A.17) 
This agrees with the vertex found in Refs. 43, 45, where 
it was stressed that the vertex 2 ( , ) = 2
RA
yτ   is nontrivial 
even when = 0.∆  
A similar calculation for the “RR” term gives  
 0( , ) = , ( , ) = 0
| |
RR RRA C
Γ
−
π +µ
   

 (A.18) 
and, respectively, for the vertex one has  
 02 ( , ) = 1 .| |
RR
y
Γ 
τ − π +µ 
 

  (A.19) 
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